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Integration of optical sensors
MORE ACCURATE AND RAPID
OPTICAL DETERMINATION OF
ANGLE AND DISTANCE
POSITIONING

Modern sub-micrometer CMOS
technology in combination with
design know how and innovative
optical packaging form the basis
for successful integration of optical sensors for applications in
industry and medicine.

MARKO HEPP
MAGNUS MEIER

he goal is to realize the integration
of an optical sensor onto a single
ship (SoC) as an optimized on-chip
optical system. The high level of integration yields significant advantages in
terms of speed, size and system cost.
Typical examples that illustrate well the
trends and possibilities include an absolute encoder and an LED/laser triangulation sensor.
Optical sensors undertake various
physical measurement tasks, for example
thickness, length, angle, separation and
distance. For example, optical encoders
have been used successfully for decades
for precise determination of rotational or
linear movements. For evaluation of separation with distance sensors, or even to
assure movement within an (illuminated)
safe area, it is often sufficient to determine a simple ‘yes/no’ statement. In each
case a rapid and reliable determination of
position or separation is required, so that
appropriate decisions can be made by the
controller. The sensor assembly makes use
in this case of a regulated LED/laser light
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source [1], while photodiodes, a PSD (position sensitive detector) or even line or
area sensors (CCDs) are utilized to provide
conversion into an evaluable electrical
signal. Application-specific amplifiers and
discrimination electronics have already
been incorporated into standard CMOS
technology many years ago. Newer, submicrometer CMOS technologies now present the possibility of integrating almost
unlimited detection elements and application-specific amplification and evaluation circuit, as well as an interface for
controlling the light source or for external
control, all onto a single chip. The target
for this optical integration is to find the
sweet spot between performance, cost,
flexibility and reliability.
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New packages for optical
system integration
Ceramic housings with glass windows
have long been available for optical sensors, although these and their newer variants are often too costly to manufacture.
For automated surface mounting involving small dimensions, so-called chip-onboard (COB) variants with transparent
plastic encapsulation or with soldered
metal housings have been developed
(Figure 1, above right). SMD housings for
optical system integration have to provide various numbers of connecting pins
and being capable of accommodating
larger chip formats – both critical aspects, as the chip size is largely determined by the number and size of the photoelements to be integrated.
In order to decrease development and
manufacturing costs even further, an ›optoBGA‹ has been developed (Figure 1,
below left), comprising a ball grid array
with varying numbers of solder points
(balls) of a Sn/Cu/Ag alloy. The optical
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chip is mounted and connected to the
substrate (PCB or ceramic) using standard
die attach and wire bonding techniques.
A special thin glass lid serves as an optical window for the light sensitive detector. An optoBGA with 30 pins and dimensions of 7.6 x 7.1 x 1.6 mm3 is illustrated
on lower left side in Figure 1. On the
right is a version with 15 pins (9.4 mm2
and a thickness of 2.29 mm, including
solder balls) shown. Top left in Figure 1
illustrates the latest development of a
QFN package into an ›optoQFN‹, providing
38 pins, either a glass window or a
chrome reticle, and with dimensions of
7 x 5 x 0.9 mm3. The packaging concepts
are vital for an optimized optical system
integration onto a single silicon chip.

Optical absolute encoder on
a single chip
The electrical performance characteristics
of an optical encoder are determined
largely by the code disc (resolution), a
regulated LED light source (stability), the

1 A packaging example for optical system
integration

Figure 2 illustrates an example comprising a 42 mm disc with 1024 divisions
and an optical absolute single-chip encoder (iC-LNB) with 18 bit resolution. 26
photodiodes are integrated over a range
of 5 mm on the chip for scanning the
code disc. Figure 2 also shows the geometrical formation – one sees that chip
size is largely determined by the number
and locations of the photodiodes. Suitable packages include both the 38 pin
optoQFN and the slightly wider optoBGA
with 30 pins.

2 An optical code disc and an single-chip absolute encoder with 18 bit resolution in a single package

photodiode array (sensitivity), a programmable signal amplification (accuracy) with temperature compensation,
the sine/cosine interpolation (resolution,
accuracy) and the control interface (for
example, SPI/SSI/BiSS). The integration
of all component blocks onto a single
chip (except the LED and the code disc),
reduces not only size requirements, but
also improves accuracy and speed of the
position measurement compared to a system with discrete components.
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Use of sub-micrometer CMOS technology means that adequate space is available between the photodiodes (whose
locations are determined by the code
disc) to increase functionality. Thus it
was possible to incorporate adjustment of
the interpolation factor for the digital
sine wave interpolation. This value is set
between 1 and 65536 steps per rotation
via the SPI interface. The 16 bit position
value is additionally outputted in parallel
as a gray code. The latency of the single-

chip encoder is just 500 ns, as the entire
signal processing is performed in parallel
on-chip. In an application this means
that position values are given accurately
and reliably, even at higher rotation
speeds (up to 12000 rpm at 16 bit
resolution and 3000 rpm at 18 bit) [2].
An absolute 18 bit single-turn resolution can be read-out over the SPI interface at a clock rate of 10 MHz. An integrated current supply ensures a constant
light source for the photodiodes and even
provides protection against variations in
power supply and temperature and against aging
processes in the LED. The
wavelength of the LED
(680 nm) was chosen to
best match the sensitivity
of the integrated photodiodes.
Internal memory is
monitored continuously
via a parity bit. Compared
to magnetic integrated
absolute single-chip encoders [3] with similar
resolution, the higher
accuracy of the code disc
(100 nm to 1 µm) contributes directly to overall
system accuracy.

Triangulation sensor
on a single chip
Triangulation measurements are based on
simple geometry. The light from an LED or
a laser reflects off of the object to be
measured and collected by an optic and
passed on to the optical sensor. In the
simplest case the sensor is a PSD, but a
line detector (for example, with 32 to
1024 photoelements) can also be used, or
even a special application-specific photodiode array. Figure 3 illustrates the V
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ness LEDs (HBLEDs), the integrated LED
driver is programmable in pulse width and
the LED currents of up to 1150 mA.

Summary

3 An optical triangulation sensor in an optoBGA package

V principle of triangulation with an LED
light source and specially developed integrated single-chip triangulation sensor.
Dependent of the object position ›1‹ or
›2‹, the reflected light is incident on P1 or
P2 of the sensor, respectively, and is evaluated. This particular optical sensor includes an array of 129 photodiodes, as
shown in on the left in Figure 3 on the
Chip (iC-LO). For rapid object recognition
the sensor was divided into three different fields: a near-field photodiode with an
area of 0.927 mm2, a far-field photodiode
with 0.15 mm2 and for actual measurement a line array with 127 photodiodes
with an effective area of von 2.23 mm2.
The latter can be tied to either the nearfield or far-field sensor. As illustrated in
Figure 3, this configuration of photodiodes determines the necessary chip size
and appropriate optical package – in this
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case an optoBGA with 18 pins and an area
of 0.45 cm2 and a height of only 1.8 mm.
The photocurrents for the near and farfield are processed independently via an
automatically regulated ac amplifier, followed by sum and difference values and
evaluation by programmable comparators.
The amplifier response curve adapts dynamically to the amount of light collected,
with a warning being given should the
light level fall too low. The logarithmic
response curve results in a high dynamic
range, and even copes well with direct
reflections from the object. An optical filter is incorporated for effective daylight
suppression (up to 100000 lux).
The SPI interface provides simple access to parameters via an external microcontroller. For large separations, a laser
diode with driver circuit [1] can be utilized. In order to use today’s high-bright-

Even for triangulation sensors, integration of photodiodes and the entire logic
circuitry brings significant advantages
in terms of space requirements and processing speed. The entire sensor, a + 5 V
voltage supply and I/O interface [4]
need only 3 cm 2, and the position evaluation loop requires only 72 µs. As discussed with these two examples, integration approaches for optical sensors
with appropriate packaging results in
significant performance increases, and
additionally offers considerable advantages compared to systems made of
discrete components.
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